"IMAGINE, if we all do our part...

...what a **safer internet** would look like."

Donna Rice Hughes, President and CEO
Enough Is Enough®

- Imagine: All laws, including obscenity laws, are aggressively enforced!
- Imagine: New laws are implemented, including age verification laws, requiring pornographers to keep kids off their sites!
- Imagine: The government funds enough $$ to shut down the trafficking, child exploitation and illegal porn enterprises!
- Imagine: Big Tech develops safer by design technology, right out of the box, and child safety default features are turned ON rather than OFF on all devices and online platforms!
- Imagine: All businesses filter child sexual abuse material and pornography from public WiFi, like Starbucks and McDonald’s!
- Imagine: All schools mandate internet safety curriculums, kindergarten through grade 12!
- Imagine: Victims of child sexual exploitation get the justice they deserve & help they need to SURVIVE and THRIVE!
- Imagine: All parents and caring adults are educated, equipped and empowered to be first line of defense!

For more information or to view Donna’s TED Talk, visit: Enough.org or InternetSafety101.org
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